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Güntner: Andrea Belloni becomes Head of Sales Europe
Güntner is pleased to appoint Andrea Belloni as „Head of Sales Europe“ with the
beginning of the new financial year. Within his responsibility, the company pools the
strengths and competences of the entire sales organisation in Europe to pursue its
successful development consistently and forge ahead with the ambitious plans for the
future.
In his new function, Andrea Belloni will coordinate the strategic and operational alignment of
sales business in Europe and further strengthen the close cooperation with all customers. He
considers this position “a big step and an honour” and is grateful to those who made this
fantastic journey possible. “In these times of continuous change and uncertainty as well as
digitization and optimization, people and values are what makes a strong company! This is why
I´m sure that Güntner is ready to tackle the upcoming challenges,” he says.
„In Andrea Belloni we have an expert with long-standing international sales experience who will
set new accents in meeting the future challenges and who will further expand our market
presence,” says Martin Haug, Managing Director Güntner Europe.

About Güntner
Based in Fürstenfeldbruck near Munich, Germany, Güntner GmbH & Co. KG is a world leader
in the manufacture of refrigeration and air conditioning equipment components. With approx.
3,600 employees worldwide and production sites in Germany, Hungary, Romania, Indonesia,
Mexico, Brazil and Russia, the company shows a strong presence for their partners in all
markets. Decades of experience in the industry and the consistent integration of the latest
technologies and research findings ensure the high-quality standard of Güntner solutions. The
international areas of application comprise energy & process cooling projects, industrial and
commercial applications in the field of food production and storage as well as HVAC applications
for buildings and specific applications such as server room cooling.

www.guentner.eu
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